APPLICATION FORM FOR COUPON NUMBERS OF THE GS1 SYSTEM

GS1 Malaysia manages the GS1 System in Malaysia under the aegis of Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers (7907-X) Wisma FMM, No. 3 Persiaran Dagang, Bandar Sri Damansara, 52200 Kuala Lumpur Tel: 03-62867200 Fax: 03-62761042 Email: gs1malaysia@gs1my.org Website: www.gs1my.org

GS1 coupon numbers are chargeable at RM53.00 per block of one hundred (100) numbers. GS1 coupon numbers are assigned by block of hundred.

Company Name

Member Number*

Address

Telephone

Fax

Key Contact Person

Designation

No. of Coupon Numbers Required

I certify that the above information is true to the best of my knowledge. Our company hereby applies for coupon numbers for the sole purpose of bar coding promotional coupons in terms of the guidelines and specifications issued by GS1 Malaysia.

Signature

Name

Designation

Date

For Office Use

Approved by

Date of assignment

Remarks

* Refers to the GS1 prefix (company number) assigned to your company by GS1 Malaysia.
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